
The lnvention of Printinq with Movable Type

It is said that the invention of printing with movable type - typographic

printing - is one of the great landmark in the history of civilization and

that for more than five centuries it has been a force of inestimable

importance in areas of culture, commerce and education.

ln terms of European history, the invention of movable type in the

middle of the 1sth century is undoubtedly the greatest mechanical

invention of the Renaissance. lt is, however, worth noting that

printing was not one of the basic causes of the Renaissance.

The invention and dissemination printing with movable type, however,

contributed to the spread of Renaissance ideas and values. lts

importance lies in the fact that movable type greatly made possible

the spread of knowledge by providing the means for producing books

by the thousands instead of by single copies.

Typographic printing made books

less expenslve,

easier to produce and

therefore more readily available

to the general pubtic. With the invention of printing, books were

longer the expensive treat of the wealthy or privileged.
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Prior to the Renaissance

Prior to the Renaissance, most books were slowly and laboriously

written by hand. Up until then documents were for the most part

inscribed on Parchment or Vellum. The word inscribe derives from

the latin word scribere, which means to write.

The historian and typophile Warren Chappell in his book "A Short

History of the Printed Word" describes parchment and vellum in the

following terms:

"Parchment is an animal skin, chiefly that of a sheep or

goat, which has been scraped, dressed and prepared for

being written on. During the second century BC Pergamum

became a centre for the preparation of skins, and in the

word pergamena that the word "parchment" is derived.

Vellum is parchment made from the skin of a new born calf,

kid or lamb."

(W. Chappell, A Short History of the Printed Word, p. 3)

ln China fibre and cotton cloth paper was being used extensively from

around the second century AD. ln Japan, paper, in particular rice

paper, began to appear in the 7th century AD. By the 8th century

caliph Harun-al-Raschid of Arabian Nights' fame opened a paper mill

in Bagdad.
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ln Europe, prior to the 14th century very rarely was paper, (made from

straw, linen or wood) used in the preparation of documents. lt is said

that Marco Polo may have brought back both rice paper and printed

books from the East to Europe in 1295. One of the first paper mills

in Europe opened in Strassbourg in 1430, not long before the

introduction of movable type in 1450 by Gutenberg.

Prior to the invention of movable type, aside from the used of wood

blocks and in some parts of Asia porcelain blocks, most documents

were written or copied by hand by scribes.

Scribes, or scrivenens, where educated professionals whose craft

was to copy out documents. They were either skilled in calligraphy or

skilled in illustration.

Documents prepared by scribes were known as manuscnpfs, a word

we still use today to denote an author's first copy or original of their

work. Manus is the latin word for hand. Manuscriptus means literally

"manu scribere", by hand - to write.

Typically one scribe would work on the written part of a manuscript

(the calligraphy) and a second would illuminate the document with

illustrations.
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Example of Calligraphy

The process of "illumination" meant to enlighten and saw the

illustrator decorate a manuscript by means of coloured initials,

borders or pictures.

"Manuscript illumination has been preserved in a large

number of liturgies, gospels, prayer books, psalter and

scriptural texts. lt had its origin in the monasteries where

scribes copied out material needed for ritual purposes. The

illuminations were commissioned by the Emperor and his

Court and given to favourite monasteries."

(Praeger Encl. of Art, p. 184)
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Example of an llluminated Text

This example is the Book of Hours af the Duc de Berry (411-16)
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Bookbindings could also be quite elaborate. For important

documents like Cathedral Bibles and treatise by eminent scholars the

work of the goldsmith and silversmith are quite evident.

"Goldsmiths, held in high esteem in northern countries,

produced bindings for the Holy Scriptures worked in

precious stones. The chased reliefs on the Codex Aureus

from St. Emmeram in Regensberg (now in Munich) portray

elongated, immobile figures that must have been derived

frorn classical examples. The gradual replacing of the flat

decorative style by the introduction of figures in relief is

clearly shown in the carved ivory diptychs."

(Praeger Encl. of Art, p. 18a)

Example of Book Binding

Gospel of Bishop Bernward of

Hildesheim (died 1022) - Gold with

filigree and inset jewels, symbols of

the four Evangelists in corner

medallions. Centre of carved ivory

with Christ , Mary and St. John.
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lronically, when movable type became vridely available, in many

places, most notably Florence, the coming of printing was strongly

resisted. ln the words of Warren Chappell;

"Scribes understandably set themselves against such an

economic threat and their patrons were often equally

contemptuous of what they considered the crude and vulgar

imitations of good manuscripts.... The material used to

write on when the work was by great or wealthy people was

always parchment; the binding, both in the Vatican and at

Urbino, was a unifcrm crimson velvet with silver clasps.

Where there was so much care to show honour to the

contents of a book by the beauty of the outward form, it is

intelligible that the sudden appearance of printed books was

greeted at first with anything but favor. "

(W. Chappell, A Short History of the Printed Word, p. 35)

The Medici Library

At the turn of the Renaissance there were great Libraries in major

cities like Paris, Londcn and Rome. To put Florence on the map as

major European city the Medici family set out to establish a library

comparable to the best yet found elsewhere in Europe.
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When Cosimo de' Medici decided to establish the Medici Library in

Florence he retained the service of the great Florentine copiest

Vespasiano da Bisticci.

Vespasiano, who along with fifty-five scribes working under him,

delivered 2,000 volumes to the Medici Library in just twenty-two

months.

Cosimo de' Medici, as we know, also sent his agents out to the four

corners of Europe to procure manuscripts and documents that were

not readily available in ltaly at the time.

ln Florence as a whole there were so many scribes, illuminists and

copyists that that they organized a guild. There were also large

numbers of scribes and guilds in major European cities like Paris and

London. ln 1430 there were some 6,000 scribes in Europe, By MTA

there were just a few hundred.

It was in places in ltaly like Florence and Rome that the scribes most

resisted against the introduction of the printed books. Many

dignitaries in and around Florence where in the like mind cf the

Renaissance dignitary Frederick of Urbino who is said "would have

been ashamed to own a printed book."
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ln the words of Warren Chappell;

"Scribes understandably set themselves against such an

economic threat and their patrons were often equally

contemptuous of what they considered the crude and vulgar

imitations of good manuscripts.... The material used to

write on when the work was by great or wealthy people was

always parchment; the binding, both in the Vatican and at

Urbino, was a uniform crimson velvet with silver clasps.

Where there was so much care to show honour to the

contents of a book by the beauty of the outward form, it is

intelligible that the sudden appearance of printed books was

greeted at first with anything but favor. "

(W. Chappell, A Short History of the Printed Word, p 35)

Earlv Printinq

Knowledge of wood blocks had quickly spread beyond the

boundaries of China, into Japan, Korea and other nations by the

middle of the 8th century. By the beginning of the 9th century wood

blocks were being used in the Arab world. By the beginning of the

14th century wood block prints had found their way to Europe.

Some of the earliest printed works in Europe were religious pictures

and playing cards.
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The earliest known religious print hears the date 1423 and pictures

St. Christopher fording a stream with the child Jesus on his shoulders

St. Christopher Block Print

The words under the print reads:

"Each day that thou the likeness

day no frightful form of death shall

of St. Christopher shall see, That

make an end of thee."

'n$*fifn$c*{t}t ftlf*1tt64tt?}#*1trrfif" f$rltf*nr* i'frf i

tffi#tf:ryf{f #tffif;?r4t# r*1}tt*Ufftfr?8+,1 #,*-'*tfttl lt* 
'
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The historian Ergang describes such religious prints as:

"Such sacred prints with explanatory texts underneath were

turned out in large numbers chiefly for the sale or

distribution to pilgrims at popular shrines.... Upon returning

from their favourite shrines pilgrims would attach the prints

to the walls of their dwellings to serve as daily reminders.

Soon various series of prints were bound into books. They

were books to look at rather than read, the text being

subordinated to the picture."

(Ergang, The Renaissance, p. 134)

Playing Card from 1Sth century

Playing cards were also some of

the earliest printed works in

Europe.

ln some locales playing cards,

because of their printed nature,

were used as currency and in the

way of cheques.
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Other Printing .Tech nologies

It was not only the introduction of cloth and wood paper that made

possible the widespread introduction of printing but the development

of better inks, presses and metal working as well.

For centuries prior to the 15th century metal founders had made

individual metal types for affixing seals to documents or for stamping

initials on them. Porcelain and clay seals had been used extensively

in China, Japan and Korea since about the 2nd century AD.

The historian Robert Ergang makes the following observation:

"William the Conqueror (1066 1087), for example had

wooden and metal stamps made with his monogram on

them so that he could impress it on official documents.

Manuscripts of the 12th century have beautiful initials which

are so uniform that they are believed to have been

impressed by means of stamps or dies. Thus all was in

readiness for an improved method of printing. This fact

does not, however, minimize the achievement of the

inventor or inventors [of movable type]"

(R. Ergang, The Renaissance, p. 136)
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Another essential was an improved ink, one which would adhere to a

metal surface and could be transferred to such impressionable

materials as parchment, vellum or paper. By the 15th century oil was

being mixed with pigments for painting probably suggested an

improved ink made of lampblack and boiled linseed oil.

To imprint with blocks

screw presses used

adaptable to printing.

movable type presses were needed, and

making cheese and wine were easily

or

in

The lnvention of Movable Tvpe

About 1040 AD a Chinese named Pi Sheng experimented with

movable type made of baked clay or porcelain. At about this time the

Chinese tried to make movable type out of metal but was

unsuccessful, not having proper metal and appropriate technique to

make the sharp and enduring edges needed for movable type.

The fact that Chinese is a symbolic language and that there are

several thousand different characters in the Chinese language made

it necessary for the printer to have on hand too many different blocks.

It was easier and less expensive to print using wooden blocks.
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ln commenting on the unsuccessful experiments by the Chinese with

metallic type Ergang notes,

"Consequently the Chinese did not develop the use of

movable type There is no indication that knowledge of the

Chinese experiments with movable type reached the West.

Thus the invention of movable $pe in Europe in the fifteenth

century was probably an independent development."

(Ergang, The Renaissance, p. 134)

While a number of 1Sth century European printers experimented with

movable wooden blocks, the man who is generally regarded as the

inventor of movable metallic type is Johann Gutenberg (1400 -1468).

Born in Mainz, from 1430 Gutenberg lived in Strassbourg.

It required the patronage of a wealthy goldsmith, Johann Fust, to loan

both a substantial amount of money (800 Rhenish guldens at six

percent interest) and the guarantee of an annual salary before

Gutenberg set out to print the first books with movable metallic type.

Fust was interested in profit and as a result the decision was made to

print a title in general demand, namely the Bible.

Fust believed he had established a monopoly has far as Gutenberg

and his printing technology was concerned. ln the end Gutenberg

was unable to pay his debts to Fust (which in 1455 totalled 2,000

guldens) and his equipment was forfeited.
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Fortunate for history Gutenberg was able to print his forty-two line

bible before he lost possession of his equipment.

Gutenberg, in publishing his bible, integrated a number of important

technologies: metallic type, oil based oil, linen paper and presses.
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Gutenberg 's

Bible has fo$
two lines of

print in each

column. The

type is uniform

and legible.

The type was

made of a lead

alloy.

The type is also

clearly better

that the work of

even the best

scribes.
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To break his contract with Fust, Gutenberg entered into a business

arrangement with Albrecht Pfister, printing a 36 line bible known as

the Bamberg Bible in 1458.
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Pfister, in turn,

went on to publish

one of the first

illustrated popular

books in 1461.
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The Edelstein was a

medieval collection of

Fables. The block

prints were coloured.

ln 1450 only a few titles and a few hundred printed books were

available. By 1500 some 30,000 titles were being printed, with over

6,000,00 books printed in Europe.

The book, the

Edelstein of Ulrich

Boner, was also the

first printed book in

the German

language.
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